Confirmation of Participation

**TO BE FILLED IN BY HOST INSTITUTION AFTER ARRIVAL:**

Herewith we confirm that ___________________________ (name of student) student at the University of Paderborn, has been enrolled at ___________________________ (name of institution)

arrival day (day, month, year):   _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
within the scope of ERASMUS+.

Signed and Sealed____________________________

Name_____________________________________

Position___________________________________

Place and date______________________________

**TO BE FILLED IN BY HOST INSTITUTION BEFORE DEPARTURE:**

Herewith we confirm that ___________________________ (name of student) student at the University of Paderborn, has attended the ___________________________ (name of institution)

day of departure (day, month, year):   _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ _
within the scope of ERASMUS+.

Signed and Sealed________________________

Name_____________________________________

Position___________________________________

Place and date______________________________

Bitte 14 Tage nach Rückkehr, spätestens jedoch bis zum 31. Juli 2016 einzureichen bei:

Anna Dörnemann
International Office / V0.207, Universität Paderborn, Warburger Str. 100, D-33098 Paderborn
Tel.: 0049-5251-603371 Fax: 0049-5251-603537, E-Mail: doernemann@zv.upb.de